1.Analytic Functions over Non-Archimedean Fields
Now we introduce spaces of analytic functions which will play a basic role in a theory of distributions. We study only the case of functions defined on balls with the centre at zero. It is much more simple to consider only the balls of radii R E r, because only such balls are the "natural balls."
Denote by A' a complete non-Archimedean field ,CharK = 0 , |. IK is the valuation on K ; r = ~K~ = {a = E A'}. As and, as usual, KHn(x)Hm(x)e-x2 dx = 0, n ~ m, calculate KH3n(x)e-x2 dx. To do this, we take into account that the product of the test function Hn E A by the distribution v E A' is equal to the generalized derivative of v : (-1)n (v),
dx = 2nn! e-x2 dx = 2n n!. is valid for all R >_ I/ |2|K. We introduce a functional space = {/(j.) = r(~')e~~r~ ~= : c~ E Z)}. The topology in the space tt' is induced from A bv means of the isomorphism J : 9V --.
A, J(f) = fe|x|2/2. Let f, g E 6t', and then f , g E U. 
